Structural monitoring of a highway bridge using passive noise recordings from street traffic
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Structural damage on bridges presents a hazard to public safety and can lead to fatalities. This article contributes to the development of an alternative monitoring system for civil structures, based on passive measurements of seismic elastic waves. Cross-correlations of traffic noise recorded at geophone receiver pairs were found to be sufficiently stable for comparison and sensitive to velocity changes in the medium. As such velocity variations could be caused by damage, their detection would be valuable in structural health monitoring systems. A method, originally introduced for seismological applications and named Passive Image Interferometry, was used to quantify small velocity fluctuations in the medium and thereby observe structural changes. Evaluation of more than 2 months of continuous geophone recordings at a reinforced concrete bridge yielded velocity variations $\Delta v/v$ in the range of $-1.5\%$ to $+2.1\%$. The observed fluctuations correlate with associated temperature time series with a striking resemblance which is remarkable for two completely independent data sets. Using a linear regression approach, a relationship between temperature and velocity variations of on average $0.064\% \, ^{\circ}C^{-1}$ can be identified. This value corresponds well to other studies on concrete structures. © 2015 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale structures, especially heavily used ones like bridges, operate over decades until eventually their capacity and reliability expires. For cost minimization reasons, most operators try to run the structures as long as possible. Since failure would result in high damage to lives and property, this is only possible with a reliable monitoring system in place. The most common technique for monitoring is regular visual inspection of the structure combined with localized non-destructive measurements. Since this kind of inspection is expensive and personnel-intensive, their rate is very limited, mostly to once a year or less. Moreover, they concentrate on typical points of failure, such as the casing of tendons and places where run-off water from the street can cause chemical degradation of the concrete via the alkali-silica reactions (ASRs). Therefore, global monitoring techniques, where a small set of measurements would allow to check the overall state of a structure at once, are extremely promising.

One candidate is modal measurements, which aim to detect perturbations of modal parameters (natural frequencies, modal shapes) caused by structural changes. These have first been used in combination with active vibration sources, often in big monitoring campaigns on bridges and dams. Due to the enormous logistical effort and poor temporal resolution of active (input–output) measurements with large vibration sources, recent studies also employ ambient vibrations (output-only). New, more sensitive transducers and A/D converters make it possible to extract information from smaller, traffic- and wind-induced vibrations.

Increasing computational power allows to simulate damage scenarios on more and more complex structures. Using finite element (FE) models and damage detection algorithms improves “automated” structural health monitoring (SHM). Unfortunately, the underlying FE models are usually only an incomplete representation of the structure and environmental effects, especially temperature variations, are hard to gauge. This affects the overall reliability of automated SHM methods dealing with modal parameters.

Time-domain based approaches like the ultrasonic (US) pulse velocity method have many applications in small-scale testing. Laboratory experiments on concrete samples have shown that weak changes in material properties (caused by stress or temperature variations) can be detected by measuring multiply scattered waves (pulse), emitted by a kHz-source, at a nearby receiver. One of the authors of this paper measured stress variations in a concrete bridge using multiply scattered waves around 1 kHz. However, correcting for disturbances caused by fluctuating environmental conditions is still complex. In addition, the wave propagation distance is limited to a few meters in most applications and many repeated measurement campaigns would be needed to achieve a sufficiently high temporal resolution for monitoring.

The idea of monitoring small changes in material properties with passive signals was adapted from seismology. The Green’s function between two receivers can be retrieved from diffuse wavefields (e.g., ambient noise) recorded at the
receivers. For uniformly distributed noise sources and long records, the cross-correlation between the noise records converges toward the Green’s function, which contains all the information about the medium in between. This principle also holds for seismic noise, if cross-correlations are averaged over sufficiently long periods (weeks to months). A couple of studies have been using the noise correlation method in combination with coda wave interferometry (CWI) to monitor changes in seismic velocity. The method is now known as Passive Image Interferometry (PII), and we will refer to it as such in the remainder of this article. PII, which is further explained in Sec. II, was subsequently used to monitor fault zones and active volcanoes.

This study aims toward the development of a passive time-domain technique for the monitoring of civil structures. It applies the seismological method of PII to small scales. To that end, 27 geophones were installed in the girder of a 229 m long highway bridge, and have been recording the vertical motion of the bottom slab continuously (Sec. III). The main observation is that the recorded signal is dominated by traffic induced noise and that the strongest peaks come from cars crossing the extension gap at either end of the bridge (Sec. III B). Section IV explains how that signal can be used for PII. The results, presented in Sec. V, show that the temperature signature on the elastic wave velocities can be measured efficiently with PII using traffic noise. This is promising, as it means the method of PII could be applied to a range of structures where strong cultural noise sources, like car traffic, are available. Our results have been tested for biases caused by temperature sensitivity of the sensors in Sec. VI A and compared with prior studies using active measurements on bridges and in the laboratory in Sec. VI B. The discussion concludes with an examination of the relation between temperature and velocity changes (Sec. VI C).

II. METHOD

A. CWI

The CWI allows to extract changes in wave propagation speed. Measuring velocity changes by using the travel time differences of direct wave arrivals has a limited resolution. However, for a given homogeneous wave speed change, the travel time delay will increase linearly with lapse time. CWI takes advantage of this fact by measuring the shift of a whole wave-train at the late part of a seismic signal which consists of scattered wave arrivals, and is named the coda (cf. Fig. 1). By doing so, CWI enables an exact measurement of small relative travel time changes, as the absolute changes accumulated in the seismic coda are larger. Moreover, by considering changes in individual wiggles in the coda, it could be possible to detect changes in the scatterer distribution. A relative velocity change $\Delta v/v$ is related to a relative travel time change $\Delta t/t$ in the medium. Assuming a mostly homogeneous travel time ($\Delta$ velocity) change $\Delta t/t = \epsilon$ in the medium, we expect to observe a perturbed time series $h'(t)$:

$$h'(t) = h(t(1 - \epsilon)).$$

This effect can be quantified by means of the stretching method.

From Eq. (2), we obtain a correlation coefficient (CC) that represents a measure of similarity for a certain window $t \pm T/2$ and a stretching factor $\epsilon$. The signal $h'(t)$ is stretched by different values of $\epsilon$ to fit it to the reference trace $h(t)$. The best fitting velocity change (grid search optimization) is found at the $\epsilon$ for which CC reaches a maximum.

$$CC(\epsilon) = \frac{\int_{t-T/2}^{t+T/2} h'[t(1 - \epsilon)]h(t)dt}{\sqrt{\int_{t-T/2}^{t+T/2} h'^2[t(1 - \epsilon)]dt \cdot \int_{t-T/2}^{t+T/2} h^2[t]dt}},$$

where $h(t)$ is the reference correlation function (RCF), $h'(t)$ is the variable function (CCF), $\epsilon$ is the stretching factor ($= \Delta v/v$), $t$ is the lapse-time, and $T$ is the length of the lapse-time window.

B. Application to noise cross-correlation

In order to obtain repeatable signals, we use the noise correlation method. The correlation of uniformly distributed noise, recorded at two receivers over a sufficiently long period, converges toward the Green’s function between those receivers. Since the Green’s function contains all information about elastic parameters, comparing the Green’s functions calculated at different times allows to detect and characterize changes in these parameters. Changes in the elastic parameters could be caused by varying internal stress states, temperatures, or structural damage.

The method should work even for short noise durations. While the cross-correlated function (CCF) might not have converged to the Green’s function, it can still be used to detect temporal changes. If the correlations are sufficiently
stable, complete convergence is not necessary to monitor velocity variations. In our case, hourly CCFs have been found to be sufficiently stable for comparison and sensitive to velocity changes in the medium.

In the following, we measure velocity changes caused by the temperature variations in a reinforced concrete bridge. Temperature variations most likely have a homogeneous effect on seismic velocity in our measurements due to their slow and even propagation into the bridge material. In this case, the shape of the coda is preserved due to a stable scatterer distribution and therefore the linear relation \( \frac{dv}{v} = -\frac{dt}{t} \) applies.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP

A. Setup

To record traffic noise, 27 standard geophones \((f_{\text{corner}} = 4.5 \text{ Hz}, R_{\text{coil}} = 380 \Omega)\) were installed on the same bridge as has been used in an earlier study about stress variations. To protect the instruments from the weather, they were installed on the bottom slab of the accessible box girder below the deck slab [see Fig. 2(b)]. To ensure constant coupling, they were fixed by cementing them to the concrete [Fig. 2(d)]. From the eastern end of the bridge, the array with a spacing of 4 m extends 100 m toward the center of the 229 m long bridge [Fig. 2(a)].

The bridge supports a road with two traffic lanes, one for each direction. It is not fixed at the ends to allow for length variations caused by thermal expansion. Thus, expansion joints can be found at both ends of the bridge. Since the Steinachtal bridge is a rather recent construction (*2008), we do not expect damage to interfere with our measurement. More characteristics can be found in Table I. Ambient noise generation on this bridge is supposed to be primarily driven by traffic. Vehicles passing the expansion joints produce blasts that excite different waves with a broad spectrum. Compressional waves have the highest velocities and frequencies. However, since their wavelength is large compared to the width of the deck slab, only very high frequencies \((\gg 10 \text{ kHz})\) can propagate freely. At these frequencies, which are outside the range of our instrument sensitivity, attenuation becomes dominant. Therefore, we concentrate on longer period flexural waves of the whole superstructure. These propagate back and forth between the ends of the bridge after excitation. A correlation of the recordings between each pair of receivers on the bridge is adequate, as the direct and flexural waves are always recorded by both of them.

In two measurement periods (December 21, 2011–January 14, 2012 and February 1, 2012–March 10, 2012), traffic noise has been recorded by the geophone array at a sampling frequency of 500 Hz. The traces of all geophone-channels were continuously stored in SEG2-format streams of 32 s length.

Two sets of temperature data are available for evaluation of the temperature effect on the Steinachtal bridge. One detailed set is available for 2011, corresponding to the first 10 days of measurement. It contains 2 temperature time series at the surface of the road and at 30 cm depth inside the concrete deck slab. A second set of temperature measurements from the meteorological station Kronach, about 10 km away, was obtained from the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst). We obtained air-temperature data with an hourly resolution that was measured 5 cm above the ground, which came closest to the conditions on the bridge. Apart from slightly lower fluctuation amplitudes in the in-bridge data, the agreement between the measurements of the two sites was surprisingly good.

![FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Lateral view on the 229 m long Steinachtal bridge (scheme) looking north-ward. Bars indicate the positions of geophones in the box girder. (b) Cross-section of the box girder with geophone position indicated by a triangle. (c) The photo shows the bridge in construction state, viewed from below. (d) Attachment of a geophone to the bridge. The instrument was screwed on a footplate slab, which was then cemented onto the bridge. It was not possible to drill holes into the bridge itself.](image)
TABLE I. Characteristics of the bridge.

Steinachtal bridge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordinates</td>
<td>N50° 12'50&quot; E11° 13'13&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>229 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between supports</td>
<td>42.5-48-48-48-42.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of deck</td>
<td>12.00 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of base plate</td>
<td>5.00 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of deck</td>
<td>0.25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic volume</td>
<td>10–200 vehicles/hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Signals

Typically, the traffic-noise recordings feature rather flat background noise and a number of distinct peaks depending on traffic activity. As mentioned before, these peaks are produced by vehicles passing the bridge. Their occurrence rate depends on the traffic volume which is especially high during rush hours and low between midnight and 4 a.m.

A priori, it was unproved whether we can use signals that are corrupted by traffic noise or not. Hence, in the following we have conducted an automated separation between “calm” and “noisy” traces to evaluate them separately. In this context calm means no vehicle passed the bridge in the 32 s time window and noisy means that passing vehicles led to distinct peaks in the seismograms. Eventually, using the noisy traces turned out to be necessary because of the poor temporal coverage by the calm traces.

A closer look at the single events reveals that they are not simply uniform peaks, but clearly display notable features (Fig. 3). Aside from the fact that one event lasts for 20–30 s, there is a clear onset and a fading out over several seconds at the end. Two distinct peaks can be found in the spectrogram of Fig. 3. They are related to high amplitude direct waves produced by the vehicle passing the expansion gaps on either end of the bridge. We can also observe slowly decaying amplitudes following the second hit. These also appear in the spectrogram, but such that high frequency amplitudes decay much faster than lower ones. Low frequencies are associated with flexural waves (reverberations) propagating back and forth between the unbound ends of the bridge.

In Fig. 3(b), the horizontal, permanently excited frequency bands at 12.5, 50, 100, and 150 Hz are most likely related to electro-magnetic (e-m) noise induced by a power line crossing the bridge.

The unfiltered spectrum (Fig. 4) shows 5 higher peaks between 2 and 6 Hz, likely associated with natural frequencies of the bridge.

We concentrate here on the frequency band containing the bridge’s natural frequencies and the long lasting, low-frequency reverberations, i.e., 2–8 Hz.

IV. PROCESSING

Here we will use noise cross-correlation as explained in Sec. II B. In our experiment, the seismic waves are excited primarily at the two ends of the examined bridge, propagating unilaterally along its horizontal axis. The setup is suitable to compute CCFs of receivers along this axis; nevertheless it does not correspond to a uniform source distribution as required for Green’s function retrieval, by definition. This section shows how we prepare appropriate CCFs that capture the environmental conditions of the bridge regardless and how these are employed to uncover small changes in seismic velocity.

Most of the processing is done with toolboxes of ObsPy and NumPy.

A. Filtering and cross-correlation

After de-trending, the data are pre-filtered to a 2–8 Hz band using Butterworth zero-phase filters.

Our main interests are reverberations of natural frequencies and their overtones as they are stable and persistent. As a tool to remove non-stationary events in seismic records, one-bit normalization is suitable to diminish the impact of direct surface waves on cross-correlations by decreasing their distinctive amplitudes. The one-bit cross-correlation \( C_{\text{AB}}^{\text{ob}} \) is defined as:

\[
C_{\text{AB}}^{\text{ob}}(t) = \int \text{sgn}[A(\tau)] \cdot \text{sgn}[B(t+\tau)]d\tau, \tag{3}
\]

where \( A(\tau) \) and \( B(\tau + t) \) denote the signals from a point source \( P \) recorded at the receivers \( A, B \).

Our correlation functions are produced by first merging the 32 s records to 2-min signals, calculating the CCFs and stacking about 30 of these to hourly stacks.

In order to evaluate the stability of the resulting CCFs, we calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as follows [Eq. 4]:

\[
\text{SNR} = \frac{\text{signal power}}{\text{noise power}}.
\]
As more 2-min CCFs are stacked, the SNR increases. From this analysis, we have concluded that 1 h long CCFs (SNR ≥ 4000) are stable and reproducible enough for further use.

Several methods have been proposed to determine velocity changes in media from CCFs. In the case of PII,12 the stretching method has proven to be adequate. As described in Eq. (2), our hourly CCFs are compared to a RCF. In our case the RCF is represented by a normalized stack of all hourly CCFs for the receiver pair (e.g., RCF for CH27–CH37).

More than 30 receiver pairs with different inter-receiver distances (4–90 m) and locations on different sections of the bridge have been tested in this analysis.

B. Effect of temperature changes

Our main focus is the observation and evaluation of temperature induced velocity changes. The general assumption is that wave velocities decrease with increasing temperature in the medium, thus the travel time of the waves increases. This is caused by an alteration of the elastic moduli (Young’s Modulus, etc.) that also affect the propagation of seismic waves. All elastic parameters must be considered temperature dependent. Additionally, thermal expansion will affect our measurements. This effect is separately discussed in Sec. VI A.

Figure 1 illustrates differences in CCF waveform travel-times for two extreme cases of high and low temperature regime extracted from our measurements. When compared to the reference function, either the CCF is compressed (cold) or stretched (hot). Figure 1 also clarifies why we examine the coda of the CCF and do not investigate the first arrivals: the effect increases the longer the wave is traveling in the medium (longer wave paths) and thus the later in the CCF.

The time window we use for our analysis extends from 0.05 to 11.5 s in the causal part (positive lapse times) of the CCF. The part before 0.05 s is skipped to avoid the direct arrivals at all receivers and the 11.5 s limit corresponds to a minimum 75%-decay time for the CCFs, after which the waveforms become less deterministic.

V. RESULTS

The evaluation of velocity changes caused by temperature fluctuations on the bridge yields interesting results.

As described in Sec. II, we use the stretching method to measure relative wave speed changes \( \Delta v/v \). Most of the associated CCs are larger than 90%, decreasing slightly during low-traffic periods at night and rising to peaks of 99% at the daily rush hours.

We discovered a striking resemblance between the resulting curve of velocity variations over time and the time series of temperature measurements for the same period as seen in Figs. 5 and 6. Here, instead of \( \Delta v/v \) we display \( \Delta t/t = -\Delta v/v \) to more easily compare the shape of the velocity variations curve with that of the temperature values. For increasing temperatures, we observe increasing travel time delays, i.e., decreasing velocities.

When considering the trends of both curves in the figures, one recognizes a constant time shift between the two measurements that is probably related to thermal diffusion. Since we measure air temperature for this period, there is a natural delay time in which the ambient temperature propagates into the concrete of the bridge where it then induces velocity variations. In this context, time lags on the order of 3 h were observed. This is reconsidered in Sec. VIC. Apart from the time shift, the agreement between these two completely independent measurements is very high. Furthermore, the
different receiver pairs (32 overall) we have tested show very similar results, as can be seen from the small variance around the average velocity variation curve in Fig. 6.

Considering the results of different parts of the measurement period, we discovered clear differences in their patterns. For December 2011 and January 2012, the velocity variations are not dominated by daily cycles but by a rather flat long-term evolution. In contrast, February and March 2012 show distinct daily fluctuations in both temperature and velocity variations.

Figure 5 reveals that this is a meteorological issue. Environmental data were recorded by instrumentation installed permanently on the bridge for road condition monitoring. These were compared to our measurements. The difference in the variation pattern seems to be related to cloud cover or rather daily hours of sunlight, which are plotted in Fig. 5 for comparison. High temperature fluctuations naturally correlate with more hours of daily sunlight (increased heating) combined with a clear sky during the night, causing stronger ground cooling then.

Further investigations were performed with regard to other environmental effects and their influence on relative velocity variations. We found that neither humidity of the road, nor precipitation itself, nor wind speed (peak or average), feature any correlation with the observed patterns.

For the overall measurement period we obtained relative velocity variations in the range of $-1.5\%$ to $+2.1\%$, while air temperature data yields values between $+14^\circ \text{C}$ and $-23^\circ \text{C}$.

To numerically quantify the relationship between temperature and velocity change and make our results comparable to prior studies, we estimated relative velocity variation rates (VVRs) with a linear regression approach (Fig. 7). We fitted temperature-velocity-variation pairs with a linear regression each day and inferred the relative velocity variation per $^\circ \text{C}$. The quality of this rate was then verified by removing the inferred temperature effect from the original velocity variation curve. To do this, the temperature curve was scaled using the calculated VVR, and subtracted from the velocity changes. Assuming no damage or other effects occurred during the measurement period, this should result in a flat response.

For short intervals, up to 24 h, this method worked reasonably well, yet for longer intervals the subtraction did not result in a flat response. One of the reasons for this is that the effect of temperature on velocity in the bridge is presumably non-linear. The VVR varies over a range of values depending on the temperature. Potential explanations for this behavior are reasoned in Sec. VI C.

VI. DISCUSSION

In an experiment covering more than 2 months of recording on the Steinachtal bridge, long-term trends and daily variations of temperature could be clearly traced by means of velocity variations.

A. Reliability tests

The results presented in Sec. V were tested for plausibility regarding different physical effects that could affect the outcome.
First of all, the impact of thermal expansion was considered: a lower density for higher temperatures is equivalent to an increase in volume. In other words, as temperatures fluctuate the device experiences thermal expansion. However, engineering studies\textsuperscript{26} state that the effect is small, with a linear expansion coefficient \( \alpha \) on the order of \( 6 - 14 \cdot 10^{-6} \, (1/K) \). Therefore, associated variations in length are orders of magnitude too small to explain the observed wave speed fluctuations.

The impulse response of the geophones could be affected by temperature variations as well. The corner frequency of the device can shift as a result of temperature change, which can generate significant phase shifts. This would produce delays in the seismogram that could be misinterpreted as velocity variations in the medium. In order to assess whether a change in instrument response could indeed be responsible for our observed changes in wave speed, we perform a synthetic test. We use a signal recorded by one of the geophones, and deconvolve the instrument response. The signal is convolved with another, artificial response. This artificial response is modified in such a way that the corner frequency is shifted to simulate a temperature response. This artificial response is convolved with a signal recorded by one of the geophones, and deconvolve the instrument response. Then, the signal is convolved with another, artificial response. This artificial response is modified in such a way that the corner frequency is shifted to simulate a temperature induced shift and deliberately introduce a delay.

We have tested the impulse response for shifts in corner frequency up to the unrealistic maximum of 10 Hz as a precaution. However, even such an extreme shift only produces an apparent relative delay on the order of 0.52\%, while our measurements encountered relative velocity variations larger than 3\%. We can therefore exclude that changing instrument responses severely contaminate our measurements.

### B. Comparison with prior studies

In order to further check the validity of our evaluation, we draw a comparison to the findings of prior studies. In this case, problems for direct comparability of different studies arise from the various temperature and frequency ranges that were used as well as the differences in sizes of the investigated samples. These issues possibly involve discrepancies in material behavior, i.e., caused by temperature gradients (size), multiple scattering (frequency), and source distribution (geometry). Table II summarizes the findings of previous studies and of this study.

It is important to note that the experiments mentioned below were using small-scale bodies under laboratory conditions with well-known sources. The active vibration sources they used are in the kHz-range, therefore multiple scattering plays a role in their analysis.

In earlier studies about vibrations in kHz range\textsuperscript{5,6} comparatively high VVRs of 0.15%/°C, respectively, 0.16%/°C were proposed, but in a temperature range (26°C–30°C) outside that of our experiment. Assuming that the VVR is not implicitly linear (see our min. and max. values in Table II), a comparison between the outcomes is not flawless.

While also in these authors’ experiment, a concrete slab was heated unilaterally by the Sun\textsuperscript{6}, a concrete slab that was heated unilaterally by the Sun, for our experiment we can assume a more uniform temperature distribution in the medium. Nevertheless, different materials were involved (asphalt covering, concrete, etc.) which behave differently to effects of, e.g., insulation and moisture. Especially the blacktop of the road exhibits temperature dependent properties. While for temperatures \( \geq 0°C \) it is flexible, below freezing temperatures it contributes considerably to the stiffness of the structure.\textsuperscript{28} It therefore affects physical properties associated with wave velocity, potentially causing non-linearities in the VVRs.

This behavior, among other factors, can partly account for the variable VVRs we observed (Sec. V), and makes clear why different structures should be treated independently.

Another small-scale study\textsuperscript{7} observed a drop in US pulse velocity of 2%–3% for an increase in temperature from 0°C to 50°C. This results in a smaller VVR (\( \approx 0.06%/°C \)) compared to the concrete slab experiment\textsuperscript{6} discussed above, if linear behavior is assumed. The obtained range is more similar to our outcome.

The authors investigated C30/37 (=concrete composition) concrete prisms of \( 10 \times 10 \times 30 \) cm size. CWI combined with high frequency waves (multiple scattering) allowed them to sample the entire blocks. They had to deal with permanent changes after their first heating/cooling cycle, which were attributed to aging effects or moisture issues. Again, this proves how the obtained results are influenced on environmental conditions even when evaluating the same body.

Generally, determining a specific calibration factor or pattern to subtract the temperature’s effect from velocity changes in an arbitrary structure is problematic. We attempted to eliminate the temperature overprint as described in Sec. V, by determining the VVR and using it to scale and subtract temperature data. This is our first step toward the removal of temperature effects, with the aim to improve the discrimination between harmless temperature- and damage-induced deviations. Furthermore, we might be able to recognize gradual changes in the observed VVRs, which could be associated with long-term settling or degradation by ASR, carbonation, and others. Future studies, with more accurate temperature measurements and long-term instrument installations (\( \geq 1 \) yr)

---

**TABLE II.** Results of our and prior studies in comparison. Note the differences in sample size, frequency range, etc., which potentially affect the outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Freq.-range</th>
<th>Temp.-range</th>
<th>VVR</th>
<th>Rel. Vel. Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This study</td>
<td>94 × 12 × 0.5 m</td>
<td>2–8 Hz</td>
<td>-23°C to +14°C (air temperature)</td>
<td>min. ( 0.024% ) max. ( 0.14% )</td>
<td>-1.5% to +2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Standard BS1881 (1986) (Ref. 27)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.5–20 kHz</td>
<td>-4°C to +60°C</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-1.5% to +5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larose et al. (2006) (Ref. 6)</td>
<td>12 × 5.5 × 0.2 m</td>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>+26°C to +30°C</td>
<td>0.15%(/°C )</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niederleithinger and Wunderlich (2013) (Ref. 7)</td>
<td>0.1 × 0.1 × 0.3 m</td>
<td>55 kHz</td>
<td>0°C to +50°C</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>decrease by 2%–3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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at their disposal, are needed to improve the compensation of environmental overprints.

C. Temperature effect

A matter to be clarified is by which process the temperature actually affects the wave velocity in the medium. We have performed a simple one-dimensional diffusion simulation to investigate that issue. An explicit finite differences scheme, employing a thermal diffusivity of $10^6 \text{m}^2/\text{s}$ and a typical slab thickness of $36 \text{cm}$, yields the “simulated core temperature” in Fig. 6. This core temperature curve highly correlates with the velocity variation series by means of shape and is shifted compared to the air temperatures. Thereby, we confirmed that the time lag of about $3 \text{h}$ is plausibly explained by thermal diffusion and that, to first order, the velocity variations are linked to the core temperature of the bridge. However, we see in Fig. 7 that for different temperature patterns, e.g., fast vs slow increase, we observe diverging VVRs, and thus a difference in system response to these features. From that, we may argue that temperature gradients still play a role in the evolution of the shape of the velocity variation curve and must be considered when eliminating the temperature effect.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Due to increased safety norms and aging structures, the interest in performing SHM is steadily growing. Different approaches for SHM have been proposed in the last decades to replace the well-established but sometimes unreliable visual inspection. Important features for future systems are improved temporal resolution, higher accuracy, and lower logistical effort. Consequently, passive monitoring techniques are appropriate to fulfill these requirements.

Damage is often indicated by deviations of wave velocity in the medium caused by opening cracks, loss of prestress, or other disturbed scatterer distribution. Our aim was to extract relative velocity variations using a technique called PII and to apply this to a small-scale environment. PII is based on the comparison of stable cross-correlation functions (CCF)—ideally Green’s functions (GF) that require a uniform noise source distribution. In our experimental setup, we dealt with uniaxial noise sources, and therefore did not measure proper GFs. Instead, we have shown that it is possible to obtain stable cross-correlation functions for receiver pairs. These CCFs are sufficiently sensitive to changes in medium properties and approximate GFs to a great extent in our application.

As a case study, 27 geophones were installed on a highway bridge. These geophones were left to continuously record background noise—mostly generated by traffic—for a duration of approximately 2 months. High traffic activity produced highly stable and reproducible CCFs, in which most of the bridges’ natural frequencies were excited between 2 and 8 Hz. By comparing hourly CCFs with an all-time average reference stack via the stretching method, we could show that temperature induced velocity variations can be traced.

The velocity variations $\Delta v/v$ range between $-1.5\%$ and $+2.1\%$, corresponding to temperatures ranging from $-23^\circ\text{C}$ to $+14^\circ\text{C}$ (see Table II). In a comparison with previous studies, we ascertained that our observed values are on the same order of magnitude.

Comparing the two resulting time series (temperature and velocity variation, Fig. 6) over the time intervals yielded a strong resemblance. The temporal delay of a few hours between the corresponding values of temperature and velocity variation is associated with thermal diffusion, while velocity variation patterns seem to be linked to temperature gradients as well.

Due to the strong conformity of the two completely independent measurements, we have proceeded with an estimation of a scaling factor between temperatures and wave velocity changes, a VVR per $^\circ\text{C}$. In a linear regression approach to adjust temperature values to velocity variations for each 24-h-interval consecutively, we calculated the best fitting VVRs. Although we observe temperature dependent variation rates (average: $0.064\%/^\circ\text{C}$), the subtraction of the measured velocity variation and adjusted temperature series in 24-h-intervals yield an almost flat and theoretically temperature independent velocity variation residual. That confirms the validity of the calculated VVR, and represents a first approach to reduce an environmental effect to thereby accentuate damage induced variations on the structure. Considering very long-term measurements, even a gradual change in VVR ($-\text{range}$) could indicate structural changes due to damage or aging.

Our method features some advantages in the context of SHM. These are high temporal resolution ($\leq 1 \text{h}$) and continuous applicability with minimal logistical effort and at relatively low cost. Furthermore, we reach good accuracy in determining relative velocity variations and are able to adequately subtract the temperature effect on seismic velocities in the medium.

However, improvements in temperature elimination could be gained by having access to more suitable and extensive temperature measurements inside the bridge, for example, between asphalt layer and concrete slab.

The main drawback associated with low frequencies and late-coda analysis is poor spatial resolution. While we are able to recognize minimal velocity changes at high temporal resolution, it would be difficult to localize their exact origin. Nevertheless, the passive method proposed in this paper could be imagined as a permanent monitoring and early-warning system. The detection of a velocity change would give rise to a visual inspection including punctual tests via US pulse methods or, e.g., ground-penetrating radar. In the future, it would be reasonable to perform further experiments that include real damage scenarios to evaluate the sensitivity of our method to damage induced velocity variations. In the course of such an experiment, a cross-check with other methods (US, modal analysis, etc.) could offer valuable clues and help to develop a continuously working monitoring system for civil structures.
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